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The Supremacy of Fresh Water 

I 

For the Egyptians all water was fresh, 
but especially that which had been 
drawn from the river, an emanation of 
Osiris. 

GERARD DE NERV AL, Daughters of Fire 

SINCE IN THIS study I wanted to limit myself to essentially psychologi, 
cal remarks on material imagination, I have decided to draw from 
mythological narratives only those examples that can be reawakened 
iii natural and living reveries today. Only examples from an endlessly 
inventive imagination, as far as possible removed from the routines of 
our memory, can explain this aptitude for providing these material 
images, which go beyond forms and reach matter itself. It has proved 
unnecessary to intervene in the debate that has divided mythologists 
for a century. As is well known, this division of mythological theories 
consists basically of wondering whether it is in the light of man or of 
things that we must study myths. In other words, is a myth the 
memory of a hero's brilliant feat or that of the downfall of a world? 

Now if we consider not myths but parts of myths, that is, the more 
or less humanized material images, the debate is immediately more 
subtle, and one feels a strong need to reconcile extreme mythological 
doctrines. If reverie becomes attached to reality, it humanizes, 
enlarges, magnifies it. All the properties of the real, as soon as they 
are dreamed, become heroic qualities. Thus for the reverie of water, 
water becomes the heroine of gentleness and purity. The dreamed~£, 
matter does not, then, remain objective; we can truly say that it 
becomes euhemeristic. 

Conversely, despite its general insufficiency, euhemerism brings to 
common material impressions the continuity and unity of a 
remarkable human life. Despite its thousand faces, the river takes on 
a single destiny; its source takes both the responsibility and the credit 
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for the river's entire course. The strength comes from the source. The 
imagination barely takes tributaries into consideration. It wants geog
raphy to be the history of a king. The dreamer who sees a river flow 
by calls up the legendary origin of the river, the far-off source. There 
is a potential euhemerism in all the great forces of nature. But this 
secondary euhemerism must not cause us to forget the profound and 
complex sensualism of material imagination. In this chapter, I hope 
to show the importance of sensualism in the psychology of water. 

This primitive sensualism, which provides arguments for a natural
istic doctrine of active images in myths, offers a reason for the im
aginary supremacy of spring water over ocean water. For such a sen
sualism the need to feel directly, to touch and taste, supplants the 
pleasure of seeing. For example, the materialism of the drink can 
obliterate the idealism of vision. A materialistic component that is 
weak in appearance can distort a cosmology. Learned cosmologies 
make us forget that naive cosmologies have direct sensual features. As 
soon as we give material imagination its rightful place in imaginary 

. cosmologies, we shall realize that fresh water is the true mythical water. 

II 

It is a fact too long ignored by mythologists that sea water is an in
human water, that it fails in the first duty of every revered element, 
which is to serve man directly. No doubt sea gods animate the most 
diverse mythologies, but I still wonder if sea mythology can be, in 
each case and in every aspect, a primitive mythology. 

First of all, as far as I can determine, sea mythology is local mythol
ogy. It concerns only the inhabitants of a coast. Furthermore, 
historians, too easily swayed by logic, decide too readily that the in
habitants of coastal regions are necessarily sailors. For no good 
reason they endow all these beings-men, women, and children
with a real and complete experience of the sea. They do not realize 
that the distant voyage and the sea adventure are primarily adven
tures and voyages that have been narrated. For the child who listens 
to the traveler, the first experience with the sea is on the order of a 
story. The sea gives tales before giving dreams. The division-so psy
chologically important-between story and myth is poorly drawn as 
regards sea mythology. In the end, no doubt, the stories catch up 
with the dreams; the dreams, finally, are nourished-though only in 
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a small way-by the stories. But the stories do not really participate in 
the fabulating power of natural dreams-sea stories, even less than 
any others, since the traveler's accounts are not verified psychologi
cally by the hearer. It is useless for one who comes from afar to lie. 
The sea hero always returns from distant places; he comes back from 
a beyond. He never speaks of the shore. The sea is fabulous because it 
comes first of all from the lips of the traveler who has taken the 
longest journey. It creates fables about what is distant. Natural 
dreams create a fable about what has been seen, touched, and eaten 
by the dreamer. It is wrong in psychological studies to obliterate this 
first expressionism that detracts from the essential impressionism of 
dreams and material imagination. The narrator says too much for the 
hearer to feel it very much. The sea-oriented unconscious is, from 
then on, a spoken unconscious, an unconscious too dispersed in 
adventure tales, an unconscious that never sleeps. It therefore im
mediately loses all its oneiric powers. It is less profound than that 
unconscious which dreams about common experiences and which 
continues during the night the interminable reveries of the daytime. 
Sea mythology, then, rarely touches the origins of fable-making. 

Of course, I need not point to the influence of learned mythology, 
which forms an obstacle to the exact psychological study of myths. In 
learned mythology, we begin with the general instead of the specific~ 
We think we can make others understand without taking the trouble 
to make them feel. Every subdivision of the universe acquires a god 
designated by name. Neptune takes the sea; Apollo the sky and light. 
Now it is nothing more than a question of vocabulary. A psycholo
gist of myths should, therefore, make an effort to rediscover the 
things behind the names, to live before the narratives and tales, the 
primitive reverie, the natural reverie, the solitary reverie, which 
gathers the experiences of all the senses and projects all our phan
tasms on all objects. This reverie, once again, must place common 
water, everyday water, before the infinity of the sea. 

III 

Naturally, the superiority of terrestrial water over marine water has 
not escaped modern mythologers. I mention at this time only the 
works of Charles Ploix. They interest me all the more because the 
naturalism of Ploix's mythology was originally naturalism on a large 
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scale, created in proportion to the most general cosmic phenomena. 
His will be a good example for testing my theory of a material im, 
agination that follows an inverse route and makes a place, beside the 
visible and the distant, for the tangible and the sensual. 

As we know, for Charles Ploix the fundamental mythological 
drama-a monotonous theme with all kinds of variations-is the 
drama of day and night. All heroes are solar; all gods are gods of light. 
All myths tell the same story: the triumph of day over night. And the 
emotion which sparks these myths is the most primitive emotion of 
all: the fear of darkness, the anxiety that dawn finally calms by its 
coming. Men like myths because they end happily; myths end haP' 
pily because they end as night ends, in the triumph of the day, 
through the success of the good hero, the courageous hero who tears 
and cuts the veils to pieces, alleviates suffering, and brings back to life 
men who were lost in darkness as though in a kind of hell. In Ploix's 
mythical theory, all gods-even those who live beneath the earth
because they are gods, receive a halo. They will come, be it only for 
one day, only for one hour, to participate in the divine joy, in the 
diurnal action that is always some brilliant feat. 

To fit in this general thesis, the god of the waters will have to have 
his place in the sky. Since Zeus took the blue, clear, serene sky, 
Poseidon will take the gray, overcast, cloudy sky. Thus Poseidon will 
also have a role in the eternal celestial drama. Haze, clouds, and fogs 
will then be primitive concepts of Neptunian psychology. Now it is 
precisely these objects, which are endlessly contemplated by hydrous 
reverie, that squeeze out the hidden water in the sky. The 
premonitory signs of rain awaken a special reverie, a most vegetal 
reverie, that truly lives out the meadow's desire for beneficial rain. At 
certain times the human being is a plant that desires water from the 
sky. 

Charles Ploix brings forward numerous arguments in defense of his 
thesis concerning Poseidon's originally celestial nature. It follows 
that, if this was his original nature, the attributing of oceanic forces 
to Poseidon came much later; some other personality must serve as a 
double for the god of the clouds if Poseidon is to function as a sea god: 
"It is absolutely unthinkable," says Ploix, "that the god of fresh water 
and the god of salt water be one and the same." And even before go, 
ing from the sky to the sea, Poseidon will go from the sky to the earth. 
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He will soon be, then, the god of fresh water, the god of terrestrial 
water. At Troezen "he was offered the first fruits of the earth." He is 
honored under the name of Poseidon Phythalmios. He is, then, "the 
god of vegetation." Every divinity concerned with plant life is a fresh· 
water divinity, a divinity related to the gods of the rain and the 
clouds. 

In primitive mythologies, it is also Poseidon who causes springs to 
gush forth. And Charles Ploix compares the trident to "the magic 
wand with which one can discover springs." Often this "wand" 
operates with male violence. To defend Danaus's daughter against a 
satyr's attack, Poseidon throws his trident, which buries itself in a 
rock: "Withdrawing it again, he causes three rivulets, which become 
the fountain at Lerna, to flow out." It is readily apparent that the 
sorcerer's wand has quite a long history! It also participates in a very 
old, very simple psychology! In the eighteenth century it was often 
called Aaron's rod; its magnetism is masculine. Even in our day, when 
talents are mixed, women "water-diviners" are rarely mentioned. In 
the same way, since springs are provoked by the hero in such a 
masculine act, it should not be surprising that spring water, above all 
others, should be a feminine water. 

Charles Ploix concludes: "Poseidon, then, belongs to fresh water." 
It is fresh water in general because the waters, scattered in a thousand 
springs over the country, all have "their fetishes."1 In his first 
generalization, Poseidon is consequently a god who generalizes the 
gods of springs and rivers. By associating him with the sea, people 
only continued this generalization. Moreover, Rohde has shown that 
when Poseidon takes possession of the vast sea, when he is no longer 
attached to a particular river, he is already a sort of deified concept.2 

Further, there remains attached to the ocean itself a memory of this 
primitive mythology. By Oceanus, says Ploix, "we must understand 
. . . not the sea, but the great reservoir of fresh water (potamos), 
located in the far corners of the earth." 

One could not better show how the dreamy intuition of fresh water 
persists despite adverse circumstances. Water from the sky, fine rain, 
the friendly and salutary spring give more direct hints than all the 
water in the sea. It is a perversion that has put salt in the sea. Salt 

I. Charles Ploix, La Nature des dieux (Paris, 1888), pp. 444, 446, 449, 450, 452. 
2. Erwin Rohde, Psyche (London and New York, 1925), p. 94. 
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hampers a reverie, the reverie of sweetness, one of the most material 
and most natural reveries existing. Natural reverie will always give 
preference to fresh water, water that refreshes, water that quenches 
thirst. 

IV 

As regards gentleness, like freshness we can follow almost materi
ally the formation of the metaphor that causes all assuaging qualities 
to be attributed to water. Through certain insights water, so gentle to 
the palate, becomes materially gentle. An example taken from 
Boerhaave's chemistry will show us the significance of this substan
tialized gentleness. 

For Boerhaave, water is very gentle. In fact, 

it is so gentle that, reduced to the degree of heat found in a healthy 
person and then applied to the most sensitive parts of our body 
(like the cornea of the eyes, the membrane of the nose), not only 
does it cause no pain, but it produces no sensation at all which dif
fers from that caused by our humors ... in their natural state. 

What is more, applied lightly on nerves, distended by some inflam
mation and so sensitive to the least thing, it does not affect them at 
all. Poured onto ulcerous parts or on raw flesh . . . it produces no 
irritation. 

Hot compresses applied to exposed nerves partly consumed by an 
ulcerated cancer, far from increasing the acuteness of the pain, ac
tually alleviate it. 

We see the following metaphor at work: water eases pain; therefore, it 
is gentle. Boerhaave concludes: 

Compared with other humors in our body, it is the most gentle of 
all, without making exception even for Oil, which, although very 
soothing, nevertheless acts on our nerves in an extraordinary and 
inconvenient fashion, because of its very viscosity .... Finally, we 
have proof of its great sweetness, in that all sorts of acid bodies lose 
their natural acidity which makes them so harmful to the human 
body.3 

Here sweetness and acidity no longer have any reference to taste 
impressions; they are substantial qualities that can contend with each 

3. Herman Boerhaave, Elemens de Chimie (Paris, 1754), 4:50-52. 
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other. In this struggle water's sweetness triumphs. It is a mark of its 
substantial character._. 

Now the road traveled between the first sensation and the meta
phor is evident. The impression of gentleness which a thirsty throat 
or a dry tongue can receive is no doubt very clear; but this impression 
has nothing in common with the visual impression of the softening 
and dissolving of substance by water. Nevertheless, material imagina
tion is at work; it must bring primitive impressions to substances. It 
must then attribute to water the qualities of a· drink and, above all, 
the qualities of the first drink. Then from a new point of view water 
must be a milk; water must be sweet like milk. Sweet water will 
always be, in men's imagination, a special water. 

4. The sweetness of water impregnates the soul itself. In Hermes Trismegiste, trans. 
Louis Menard (Paris, 1866), p. 219, can be found these lines: "An excess of water 
makes the soul sweet, affable, easy, sociable, and pliable." 
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